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I magineJ Cui~ine~: ‘Nofion’ anJ

‘Market’ a~ Qrganiving Stvucturev in

Norwegian Ç00J Mavketing

Marianne Lien

Introduction

Many authors have drawn attention to the interdependencies between commod
ification in late capitalism and globalisation, both in general (e.g. Friedman 1995;
Featherstone 1990) and concerning food in particular (e.g. Fine and Leopold 1993;
Cook & Crang 1996). This chapter discusses the commodification of difference
as it is expressed in the brand marketing of frozen pizza. Drawing on ethnographic
material from Norwegian food manufacture, the chapter explores how ihe
differentiation of three remarkably similar products is achieved through the
construction of complementary irnages of ‘US’ and ‘the others’. It is argued that
the outcome reflects considerations which are informed by both global idioms (of
‘market’, ‘ethnic foods’ and ‘nation’), material conditions of food manufacture,
and local interpretations ofwhat it means to be typically Norwegian. The empirical
account is based upon fieldwork in the marketing department ofa major Norwegian
food manufactnrer referred to here as ‘Viking Foods’)

Commodification of Culinary Diversity

During the last couple of decades, the idea of local origin has ernerged as an
important idiom through which culinary distinctions are emphasised and expressed.
This is apparent at large-scale global events such as international food exhibitions
(Lien I 997b), in food legislation, and in small-scale marketing, as for instance in
grocery stores and gourmet restaurants. Culinary differences are often expressed

I. The material described in tbis chapter draws upon an etlrnographic analysis ofa series of events
and cases that took place while I conducted fieldwork in Viking Foods in the early 1990s. For a more
thorough description of context and related events, see Lien (1997a).
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and reproduced through reference to ‘ethnic cuisines’, a concept which through
its connotatjons to something unfamiliar and exotic implicitly evokes (and even
reinforces) a complementary image of the more familiar ‘non-ethnic’ national
cuisine. The distinctions thus emphasised tend to reinforce the idea ofa nation (or
ethnically distinct region) as a homogeneous cultural entity with negligible intemal
variation, while simultaneously underestimating both intra-national variation and
international similarities.

The commodification of culture through the construction of such ‘imagined
cuisines’2 represents a possibility for considerable diversity in the market, and
thus also in the diets of local consumers.3 Although the extent of culinaty diversity
varies a great deal, we may observe an enhanced emphasis on diversity in general,
and the value ofbeing able to experience ‘the world on a plate’ seems to remain
uncontested (Cook and Crang 1996).

Diversity in consumer goods is often interpreted as a refiection of the ways
modem consumers embody multiple identities. Due to the centrality of food in
the expression of identity, a diverse food market may increase the possibility for
expression and experience of multiple identities (Lupton 1996). As such,
diversity in consumer goods (and foods) may simply be seen as a sign of post- or
late-modernity (Giddens 1991). This chapter pursues a different argument. Seeking
to go beyond the simple observation that ‘diversity selis’, I wish to examine
why it is marketed in the first place. I will argue that the emphasis on diversity in
the food market may be explained by the ideological and material conditions
characterising modern food manufacture and marketing, rather than sin,.ply
refiecting consumer demand. More specifically, I will suggest that the use of
ethnic and national imagery lends itself particularly well to the requirements of
industrial mass production in capitalist societies where food is plentifiil and market
segmentation is a dominant ideology of product promotion. In spite of the fact
fint the commodification of culinary difference seems to take place praetically
everywhere, I contend that the specific construction of ethnic and national cuisines
is indeed a local endeavour.

The commodificatjon of culinary diversity may be analysed as an aspect of
globalising processes. The idea of globalisation as a homogenising process has
been strongly opposed by post-modemists and anthropologists alike, who have
convineingly demonstrated that the global spread of commodities does not imply

2. The temi ‘imagined cuisines’ derives froni (be notion of irnagined communitjes (Anderson 1983).
Wbile Anderson applies this temi primarily in relation to nations ss they alt imagined fttm within,
(be concept may easily be extended to i’nages of a ‘collective otber’, and to material representations
of die otber, ss in the notion of imagined cuisines

3. Tbis diversity does not necessarily imply a great deal of variation ss far ss raw foodstuffs or
nutritional componenis are concemed. Oflen, (be diversity relates primarily to metbods ofpreparation
and combination of a relatively narrow mnge of foodstuffs.

a corresponding spread in the meaning attributed to the same commodities (see,
for example, Miller 1995; Das 1995). ‘Flomogenisation’ has later been replaced
with terms like hybridisation, creolization or even glocalization to indicate the
mixed character of such new global forms, or to account for institutionalising
processes which implies a global creation of locality (Pieterse 1995; Robertson
1995). On the other hand, going beyond the polarities of global hegemony and
local appropriation, Richard Wilk argues that the global stage dces not consist of
a common content, but rather ofa common set of structures that mediate between
cultures (Wilk 1995: 111). Referring to international beauty contests, he brings
attention to what he calls ‘global structures of common differerse’. Rather than
suppressing local differences, he argues, global cultural systeins may actually
promote local differenees. But the differences thus promoted are differences of a
particular kind. Some kinds of diversities are celebrated, while others are neces
sarilysuppressed.

In this chapter, I will take Wilk’s position as a starting point for understanding
the ways in which global structures infonn product managers’ ezTorts to promote
frozen pizza in Norway. This perspective requires a brief description of two distinct
concepts which serve as structures that help to ‘put diversity in a common frame’
(Wilk 1995: III). One such concept is ‘the market’, a key con:ept both within
the discipline of marketing and in day-to-day discourse. Another such concept is
‘the nation’, one of the most powerful models for organising modem society, and
an idiom through which cultural differences are increasingly expressed.

Metaphors of the Market

The term marketing refers to at least two different entities that are analytically
distinct, although empirically intertwined:

(i) Marketing is a system of knowledge which marketing professionals will
frequently consult when they make their decisions. In this sense, marketing is an
applied branch of the discipline of economics. As a semi-economic discipline,
marketing is basically a North American invention, but as it is disseminated and
appropriated practically everywhere, marketing is indeed a global system of
knowledge, and to some extent, a global hegemony. The global h~emony consists,
I suggest, of some authorised ways of attributing meaning to local and global
events, condensed by means of models, theoretical concepts and metaphors.

(ii) Marketing is local practice. As a system of knowledge, marketing is only
influentiai to the extent that it is taken into account by its practitioners in day-to
day decisions. While marketing as a system of knowledge exists an a global scale,
marketing practice is necessarily localised in time and space. Marketing practice
refers to whatever people in the marketing profession do. In this particular case,
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this implies the actions and struggies ofa dozen men and women in their twenties
and thirties, with a University MBA (Masters of Business Administration), who
are employed in the Viking Foods marketing department.

Marketing consists of concepts and phrases that are applied by practitioners
and in textbooks to make sense of significant features in their environment. Some
understanding of these concepts, their applications and their implications is
generally a minimum requirement for anyone who wishes to appear competent in
the fleld of marketing. Analysing these concepts more closely, I discovered that
they were loosely tied together in what I have elsewhere referred to as key
metaphoric structures (Lien I 997a).

Metaphors are ways of understanding and experiencing one thing in tenns of
another (Lakoff and Johnson 1980: 5). Applied in the fleld of marketing, certain
metaphors are particularly helpfiul in product managers’ attempts at making sense
of information which is often both massive and rather fragmented. As they are
eontinuously reproducecl in marketing textbooks and day-to-day discourse, such
metaphors also become the key idioms for attributing meaning to local events. In
this way, they infonn and legitimise certain types of interpretations, and thusjusti&
certain types of marketing practice. In other words: metaphors proliferate in the
interface between marketing knowledge and marketing practice.

One of the most important temis in marketing discourse is Ute term ‘the market’
(in Norwegian: markedet). The market is a key point of reference in the marketing
department, encompassing both knowledge and practice as it serves both as a
model ofthe world as it is, and at the same time as a modelfor appropriate action
(Fernandez 1974).

An examination of the application of the term ‘market’, reveals four metaphoric
structures which all accentuate different aspects of Ute phenomenon.4 One central
metaphoric structure, frequently applied in the marketing department, draws
attention to the ‘market as territorial space’. Often visualised in figures (e.g. as a
pie chart indicating various companies’ market shares) this metaphor draws
attention to the market as something finite and given, whose extension is defined
a priori. External borders are emphasised, and the market thus appears as an entity
that no one can acquire more of, except at the expense of someone else (Lien
I 997a: 9!). The image of the market as something flnite thus supports the idea of
competing products as potential threats, an image which is widely elaborated in
what I have referred to as the ‘market as battlefleld’ metaphor. Although the image
of market as battlefield appears frequently in marketing textbooks, and in flashy
promotions (e.g. of marketing consultancy), it appears to be less salient as a basis
ofday-to-day decision-making in the marketing department. Among Vilcing Foods’
product managers, doubt and uncertainty were the most central traits as the market

4. For a more thorough accotrnt of the metaphors of the market, see Lien (1997a: 89—98).

was approached as something highly unpredictable. This approach leads us to the
final two metaphoric struetures, which I have referred to as ‘market as an
environment of natural selection’, and ‘market as a flux oftransformation’ (Lien
1997a).

The former evokes principles of natural selection in an environment in which
produets att referred to as entities with a certain ‘life-span’, facing the constant
threat of ‘death’. One elaboration of this metaphor is a diagram of products’
anticipated life-cycie (see,Figure 7.1). According to this model, each product has
its natural life-cycle, and ‘needs some promotion at regular intervals in order to
‘stay alive’, i.e. maintain its position in the market. In other words, the time it
takes to reach Ute bottom line, depends, partly, on the leve! ofmarketing investment.
This metaphoric structure is referred to both in order to gain support for marketing
expenditure and in order to explain product failure. Another way of ‘prolonging a
product’s life’ is by careftil adaptation to changing consumer demand. This idea is
supported by the image of a highly fluctuating market (cf. the latter metaphor:
market as flux of transformation). According to this metaphoric structure,
adaptation is crucial, and must be achieved through careful interpretation of
consumer demand (Lien I 997a: 95).

-o
0
0,
0)
E
0

Figure 7.1 Product ‘s anticipated life-cycie
time

In the following, I will argue that although metaphors of the market are subject
to local interpretation, a general idea of the market serves as a common, global
‘tool’ which offers the possibility for structuring objects, resources and information,
and for organising these along a limited number of dimensions. In this sense, the
market concept and its potential for metaphoric elaborations represent what Wilk
(1995) refers to as a global set of structures.

Notions of the Nation

Another example of an extremely powerlial image is the concept of the nation
(e.g. Friedman 1994). The most important observation for the present analysis is

Po PI
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simply that the coneept of the nation evokes an image which appears to be
extremely ‘good to think’, not least in the field ofmarketing.

The notion of the nation state has a profound impact on the way we think about
social process and cultural difference (e.g. Anderson 1983). The conceptual collapse
of nation and people (land and folk), which implies an equation of national and
cultural boundaries is central to the modem concept of the nation. Like the concept
of the market, this idea of the nation places an emphasis on territoriality and on
extemal borders. Furthermore, intemal homogeneity is emphasised at the expense
of local variation.

I-Iowever, this collapse does not exclude the possibility of a certain distance.
According to Harvey (1996), the modem world is apprehended through a central
dualism which is made possible by a distinction between representation and reality,
as may be witnessed for instance at museums and universal exhibitions. I suggest
that it is precisely the awareness of this distinction that makes possible the
commodification of cultural differences in the food market. Foreign cuisines are
rarely commodified in a crude form. Rather, certain products are carefhuly seleeted
to represent a particular cuisine, and from this moment they are generally modified
and reflned in order to appeal to common demand and expectation of future
consumers. Such transformations do not, however, preciude considerable elabor
ation of claims to authenticity, for instance in marketing (Lien 1995, 1997a). The
fact that a vast number of such ‘hybrid’, yet allegedly authentic, constructs are
continuously marketed and consumed may be interpreted as an indication of a
silent acceptance among the majority of consumers that such products do not have
to be identical to what they purport to represent. In other words, a distinction
between representation and reality is an accepted part of the buyer-seller-product
triad.

Produet Differentiatjon: the Case of Frozen Pizza

Let us now mm our attention to Viking Foods, and the promotion of their range of
frozen pizza products that took place in the early 1990s. The main character in
this account is Kristoffer; a young and ambitious product manager who has recently
been granted the responsibility for Viking Foods pizza products. This is an occasion
for Kristoffer to feel both pride and excitement. He is proud because pizza is an
extremely profitable product for the manufacturer and his recent appointment is
thus interpreted as an indication of trust and honour. He is also excited, because
pizza is one of the most interesting products to work with, from a professional
point ofview. More precisely: it is about the only product category within Viking
Foods’ product range which allows for the use of consumer segmentation strategies.
According to product managers at Viking Foods, one of the problems of working

on the Norwegian market is that it is ‘too small’to allow promotion ofdifl’erentiated
products to distinct consumer segments. In this situation, pizza represents a rare
exception. According to professionals in the marketing department: ‘Pizza is the
only market which is large enough for us to enter with consumer segmentation
• . . without cannibalising.’ Cannibalising — in this context — is when the growth of
one product takes place at the expense ofanother product by the same manufacturer.
Kristoffer is therefore excited to be seleeted as the one who gets to do what he
conceives that praetically every product manager in his department would want to
do: Iaunch a promotion of three distinct brands of pizza products.

Fizza is a very successful prodUct in Norway. Since it was introduced in the
early I 970s by an American-inspired restaurant called Peppe’s, its popularity has
been overwhelming. The popularity of fresh pizza is, however, only surpassed by
the popularity of frozen pizza, for which consumption has increased steadily since
the early I 980s. In 1992, the consumption of frozen pizza had reached a total of
14 million pizzas sold, giving Norway a rather curious world record with regard
to per capita consumption of frozen pizza. In this market, Viking Foods is
considered to be definitely in the lead, holding a market share of more than 60 per
cent. This is mostly due to their famous Pizza Superiora, the market leader which
holds a market share of 50 per cent. Pizza Superiora is the kind of product that
will be avaiiable at practically every supermarket in Norway. Most people will
know it, and although most wiII admit to buying it now and then, few people
claim to like it very much with the exception of children for whom it seems to be
an all-time favourite. In the popular press, it is often referred to as a symbol of
how Norwegian eating habits are deteriorating, exemplif~’ing a low-quality, pre
prepared meal (Lien 1999).

As pizza has been appropriated in the Norwegian diet, it has simultaneously
undergone a material and symbolic transformation which makes it rather different
from both its Italian and American counterparts. The frozen pizza which is
promoted by Viking Foods ought therefore to be eonceived of as a local
(Norwegian) product, rather than an example of authentic ethnic food.’ According
to the basic grammar of Norwegian popular cuisine, a pizza consists ofa circular
piece of dough, with tomato sauce aud grated cheese on top. Additional fliling
may include some kind of meat, some kind of vegetable, and a variable amount of
herbs and spices — but usually not very much. Within this basic format, one may

5. The focus of the present discussion is not on whetber claims of Italianness are more or less
authentically achieved, but rather on the concept of Italian and American as it is applied in the
Norwegian context. This approach has much in common with Cook and CranWs concept of’working
on the surfaces’that commodities have (1996: 147) on paying less attention to deepening orthickening
surfaces, and more to Ibinking about their productivities, what they art used for. The issue becomes
not, then, the authenticity or accumcy of commodity surfaces, but rather Ute spatial settings and
social itineraries tbat art established through their usage’ (ibid.: 147).
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substitute ham for beef or pepperoni, green pepper for mushrooms or red pepper
(paprika) etc.

Kristoffer enten the project when several ‘Viking Food pizza products, including
the Superiora market leader, are already well established. Thus, he has to find
the proper balance between the need to revitalise a product, on the one hand (cf.
Figure 1), and the idea that you should never change a winning team, on the other.
In order to achieve this balance between maintenance and change, Kristoffer
decides to alter only the symbolicproperries of the products, and leave their material
properties unchanged.

The Virtue of Consumer Segmentation

Viking Foods manufactures three major frozen pizza products: Pizza Superiora,
the market leader; Pizza Romano, which is fairly similar but a bit more spicy; and
Pan Pizza, a more recent invention which has a deeper crust. All products are
flrmly based upon the Norwegian pizza format, within which they appear as slight
variations upon a similar theme. Kristoffer’s main challenge is therefore to alter
the symbolic properties of the produets so that each seils more than before, but
not at the expense of the others. Or, as my informants put it: how do you promote
one produet without cannibalising another? The solution, according to contemp
orary marketing theory, is brand differentiation. The only way one may promote
three products without ‘cannibalising’ is by ensuring that each product is distinct.
Even if their physical properties are not that different, their symbolic properties
must be. The question thus becomes: how do you make three similar pizzas
symbolically distinct? The clue — again according to marketing theory and market
ing textbooks — is consumer segmentation.

To promote a product by means of consumersegmentation means that products
are classified and differentiated in a way that corresponds directly to perceived
differences between the consumer target groups ofthe respeetive products. In other
words, one strives to ereate similarities between the product and its consumer,
while at the same time emphasising differences between related products. Ideally,
the product differences thus achieved reflect differences between consumer target
groups. Elsewhere, I have diseussed this simultaneous emphasis on sameness and
difference as totemic ciassification (Lien I 997a; see also Sahlins 1976; and Moeran
1996). The idea is illustrated in Figure 7.2.

The notion of product differentiation rests upon the assumption that consumers
are different and that they are different in a rather systematic manner. This
assumption is strongly confirmed by market research institutes, which have
enonnous influence on decisions made in product development, marketing and
advertising in Norway (Lien 1993). The market research institutes make a

P P P
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Figure 7.2 Theprinciple ofsameness and dW’erentiation in consumer segmentation
stralegies

considerable profit by providing detailed and updated descriptions of consumers,
and of significant differences between what they portray as different consumer
groups. For product managers, who conceptualise the market as a natural environ
ment requiring constant adaptation, or as a flux of constant transformation, this
kind of updated information about consumer segments and current trends is
considered crucial.

The leading consumer segmentation survey in Norway in the early I 990s was
called Norwegian Monitor (NM). Based on bi-annual surveys among Norwegian
consumers, NM offers what is claimed to be a detailed description of current
changes in the Norwegian population. The stated aim of Norwegian Monitor is to
understand individual behavioural choices. The theoretical approach rests upon a
causal model in which social characteristics shape values, which influence attitudes,
which in turn have an impact on behaviour. Yet, the survey focuses almost
exclusively on values, a choice which reflects cost-benefit considerations (Lien
1993: 156).

Survey results are subject to correspondence analysis and usually visualised
graphically in a eross-diagram. In this diagram, the vertical axis has been labelled
the modern-traditional dimensjon, while the horizontal axis has been labelled the
materialist-idealist dimensjon. These labels are clearly inspired by contemporary
social theory and have been achieved an a result of an interpretation of the diagram
as it appears after initial correspondence analysis (Lien 1993).

These axes provide four different combinations, referred to by product managers
as upper left (modem and materialist), upper right (modem and idealist), lower
left (traditional and materialist) and lower righi (traditional and idealist), each
relleeting categories of consumers who arv considered significantly different in
terms of values, attitudes and lifestyle. Depending on the level of detail required,
the presentation of the diagram may be altered to produce different numbers of
consumer segments (e.g. 4, 6, 9 or 16).

Subscribers of NM (ineluding Viking Foods) paid (in 1992) the equivalent of
more than £20,000 for an update of the NM consumer segmentation survey. In
order to plan the promotion of certain products, they may pay an extra £3—5,000
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For Kristoffer, this is bad news. In order to sort out this problem, he consults
the market research institute requesting a detailed description of the pizza market
and a suggested solution. After many discussions with his superior, Kristoffer setties
on a market strategy, which in fact relies heavily on the analysis provided by the
market research institute. The marketing strategy consists ofthree central elements:

(i) Forti& the position of Pizza Superiora, the market leader (for a detailed
analysis, see below: ‘the emergence offolkepizzaen’);

(ii) Expand the taçget group in the upper left segment (the modem materialist
segment) where the heavy-users are located. This may be achieved by an emphasis
on convenience, modemity and American symbols which is likely to appeal to
consumers located in the upper left. In the report from Ute market research institute,
this consumer segment is described as being orientated towards American ideals
and lifestyle. Furthermore:

Figure 7.3 The dimensions of 7’Iw Norwegian Mon itor sociograph

to receive a target group analysis of the products in question. This analysis locates
the users of the product within the diagram (as indicated in Figure 7.3).

Based on attitudes and values on various matters, each person will have a specific
location on this map. Similarty, a category ofpersons may be inclicated by locating
Ute point ofgravity for this particular group (see also Lien 1993). The consumers
ofPizza Superiora are located in the upper lefi. According to local terminology in
the marketing department, “Pizza Superiora would be located in the upper left”.
In other words there is a marked tendency to describe the product in terms of its
consumers (and vice versa) thus blurring Ute coneeptual distinction between product
and consumer.

What Should a ‘Modern Materjaljst’ Pizza Look Like?

According to target group analyses, consumers of frozen pizza tend to be located
in the upper-left quadrant. They belong to a segment sometimes referred to as
‘live-for-the present’, and are characterised as modeni, materialistic, young and
orientated towards status and consumption. Unfortunately, as Kristoffer looks more
ciosely at the target groups for the three difl’erent Viking Foods pizza products
respectively, he discovers that these consumer target groups reveal no signiflcant
differences at all. All located in Ute same area, they appear to be fairly similar
with respect to values, lifestyle etc. According to Kristoffer, this implies that the
three pizza products compete heavily with each other, ftms running a constant
risk ofbeing ‘cannibalised’. In other words, he may have discovered more or less
the same people eating Superiora one day, and Romano Ute next.

IF we relate this to frozen pizza, it implies that symbols emphasising convenience aud
modernity will have appeal. Examples are names like ‘King Size’ and Ute use of ‘square
American letters’ with ‘stars aud stripes’ elements, contra varieties like ‘Pizza Italiano’
and a focus on Parisian baguettes6 and red wine. (Target group analysis, my translation)7

This strategy of ‘Americanisation’ is pursued through the promotion of the
American Pan Pizza, a product which corresponds closely with the recommend
ations regarding ‘King Size’ and ‘stars aud stripes’. On Ute package, which is
decorated with stars and stripes, we find Ute silhouette of the Statue of Liberty,
surrounded by the text: “Real American8 Pan-Pizza”. On the back, there are
drawings ofa cowboy on a bucking bronco, two jazz musicians and an American
football player, all common symbols of Ute US in Norwegian popular culture.

(iii) Reach Ute upper right (Ute modern-idealist segment) which is a consumer
segment in which the so-called heavy-users of frozen pizza are few and far between.
Earlier, Viking Foods tried unsuccessflilly to reach this group by promoting a
vegetarian frozen pizza. Apparently, this is a rather critical group of consumers.
According to a target group analysis:

6. This dichotomy between NorthAmerican culture on the one hand aud Luropean er Mediterranean
culture on the olher is commonly made in Norway. The ciose association which is made here between
Parisian baguettes and Italian pizza, which may appear ratber peculiar frem a French perspeetive,
makes sense If we consider lite fact that frem a Norwegian perspective, both represent something
European.

7. t,is and subsequent citations are based upon Norwegian Monitor target group analyses of
pizza products available during fieldwork, and are also cited in Lien (1997a).

8. In Norwegian, ihe term ‘American’ is often used to denote the US, rather titan tite American
continent. Reference to eiker parts of the American continent than the US a’t usually specified, by
terms such as ‘South America’, ‘Latin America’, Mexico er Canada.

(upper left) (upper right)

idealist

(Iower left) (Iower right)
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The cosmopolitan persons who are interested in food and cooking have increasingly
reduced their use of frozen pizza. They are in favour of French cuisine, and frequently
read abaut gastronomy aud mc art of cooking... They are interested in culture and
often seek background information for what they are doing, including cooking. Because
ofthis machine produced factory-pizzas with soy ment fall right through. (Target group
analysis, my translation)

In ordet to reach the segment in the upper right, Kristoffer decided upon a strategy
which emphasises authenticity and Italian symbols. An existing variety, Pizza
Romano, appears to be a promising candidate for emphasising ‘Italianness’ in the
pizza produci range. But, according to the target group analysis, it needs a more
distinet profile:

Romano is a variety which was supposedly ‘more ltalian’/stronger taste more ‘fem
schmecker’9 directed than Superiora. However, it does not seem to be perceived this
way. These two (Superiora and Romano) compete heavily right in the middle of the
pizza market. The reason is probably that Romano has not managed to attain a distinct
profile. It has become veiy similar to all other manufactured pizza.

Consequently, a much more distinct emphasis on Italianness is called for.
In the marketing department, this three-fold strategy is described by making a

simple drawing of the upper-left quadrant of the diagram, in which ftozen pizza
target groups an located (see Figure 7.4). In this figure, the two asterisks pointing
up aud to the left represent Pizza Romano and Pan Pizza respectively, while the
third asterisk pointing towards the right represents Pizza Superiora, the market
leader.

Modem

To summarise: it is by the simultaneous elaboration ofdifference that Viking
Foods tries to expand their position aud seil even more pizzas. Differentiation is
achieved through a strategic effort to match the symbolic image of each pizza
product to the assumed lifestyle aud values of its fluture consumer segment. In this
process of linking product aud consumer segment (or pizza and person), idioms
of nationality play a central role. By postulating diverging preferences between
different consumer segments for various national idioms (America aud Italy
respectively), the mailcet research institute provides a link which may align product
and person. This is possible because certain national idioms, like ‘Italy’ and
‘America’ are condensed symbols in Norway, in the sense that they cany the
potential of attributing meaning both to food products aud to a certain type of
persons aud lifestyle.

The role of national idioms in linking product aud consumers may be illustrated
as in Figure 7.5. In other words, the idea of nationality represents a necessary link
between the differentiation that has to do with the material aud edible aspects of
the product, that which has to do with text and visual design, aud finally the
assumed differences of values and lifestyles between consumers.

P P P

II II II
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Materialist

9. ‘Feinschmecker’ is a German word commonly used in Norwegian which indicates a sense of
‘fine taste’ or ‘goumiet’ guality.

Figure 7.5 lite role ofnational idioms in reproducing sameness and differentialion in
consunler segmentation stralegies.

Imagined Cuisines

National symbols are locally defined, referring to stereotyped idioms which are
influenced not only by the countries they claim to describe, but also by the cultural
position aud cultural preconceptions of the countries in which they are applied.
Many authors have argued that food provides a particularly suitable medium for
representing ‘the other’, making ethnic cuisiue an excellent paradigm, or metaphor,
for ethnicity itself (see, for instance, van den Berghe 1984; Appadurai 1988;

/
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Figure 7.4 Ma~*eting strategiesfor three leadingpizzaproduc,s
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Levenstein I 985).~ This implies that each national stereotype may be analysed as
part ofiocal imagery, or local images of the other. As commodities move from the
sphere of produetion to the sphere of consumption, the imagery may take several
forms. According to Cook and Crang, ‘the geographical knowledges associated
with foods can potentially be produced at a variety of sites within the “worlds” of
those products by a variety of actors involved in their provision and consumption’
(Cook and Crang 1996: 141). The exact configuration ofeach ‘imagined cuisine’
is thus not an authoritarian expert view, but ratber images of the other as they
are supposed to be shared by most Norwegians, as part of a conceptual cultural
scheme.

It should be clear that claims of foreign origin do not require a careftul matching
ofthe products’ material properties and the foreign culinary tradition. Rather the
link is achieved metonymically, by adding something (material or in visual design)
which captures the essence ofwhat — according to local interpretations — constitutes
a particular culinary tradition. Pizza Romano serves as a case in point. Pepperoni
sausage and green pepper are the only elements which make the ‘Italian’ pizza
distinct from its ‘American’ pen pizza counterpart. As green pepper is not conceived
ofas particularly Jtalian in Norway, we are leif with pepperoni as the only signi1~’ing
feature, an element which according to Norwegian interpretations could easily
pass as Italian. Furthermore, pepperoni gave Pizza Romano a stronger taste, a
feature which was also associated with Mediterranean cuisine. Thus, literally ‘baked
into the pizza product’ is not only an image of its future consumer, but also
assumptions about these consumers’ image of Italian cuisine (1-lennion and Méadel
1989).

A foreign cuisine ofwhich few consumers have first-hand knowledge will lend
itselfeasily to the technical requirements of mass manufacture, and easily pass as
an acceptable product. I have suggested elsewhere that II i-s precisely the “imagined
ness “ offoreign cuisines which makes Ihem suitable to industrial pmduction (for
a more thorough analysis, see Lien 1997a). In the light oftourism, travelling and
other globalising processes which imply cross-cultural encounters, one tnight
expect that the possibilities for manufacturing ‘imagined cuisines’ will narrow
down. As first-hand knowledge of foreign cuisines becomes more widely shared,
the manufacturers’ inventions may simply appear as too ‘inauthentic’. Considering
the Norwegian food market throughout the I 990s, this seems, however, not to be
the case. In spite of a significant increase in foreign travel, especially to non

10. In his account oftbeAmerican response to ltalian food from Ute 1880s to Ute 1930s, Levenstein
(1985) demonstrates that the gradual transformation of American consumers’ attitudes towards ltalian
food from unacceptable to highly accepted may be partly explained by Ute political situation of the
United States, and especially the role of the US as Italy’s ally during World War I.

European destinations” and a proliferation of ethnic and gourmet restaurants in
Oslo, neither of these experiences seems to have curbed the popularity of frozen
pizza. In fact, from 1991 to 1996 consumption both of frozen pizza in general,
and of Pizza Superiora in particular, has increased steadily.’2 This development
runs parallel to a heavy emphasis on authenticity, both in food advertising and in
the niche-marketing of gourmet foods.

The Norwegian case suggests that an increased awareness of local origin and a
preference for authentic, exotic cuisine may, in fact, run parallel to an increasing
acceptance of products that, in spite of their ‘Italian’ claims are heavily modified
and transformed to suit a local market.’3 This massive consumption of a fairly
simple and highly ‘Norwegianized’ product, in spite of increased emphasis on
local origins and authenticity in the food market, may appear as a paradox.
However, if we accept, as Harvey (1996) suggests, the distinction between
representation and reality as one distinctive trait of the modem gaze, the seeming
contradiotion disappears. Following Harvey, we may assume that Norwegian
consumers simply accept artificiality and authenticity as two different represent
ations, neither of which are particularly ‘real’. The preference for one or the other
might then depend on a consideration of the social occasion (frozen pizza would
hardly be appropriate for a party among adults), how much money one wants to
spend, and on personal taste and appetite. From this perspective, an effort to recreate
an original Italian meal may be a preferred pastime on Saturday afternoon, while
Pizza Superiora serves as supper with the children on Wednesday night.

The case of frozen pizza could be interpreted as another example of the
superficiality involved when ‘ ethnicity becomes spice’ through processes of
commodification. hooks refers to this as a situation of ‘consumer cannibalism that
not only displaces the Other but denies the significance of that Other’s history
through a process of de-contextualization’ (hooks 1992: 31, cited in Cook and
Crang 1996: 145). I contend, however, that such a denial is only relevant when it
is assumed that the consumer good is a ‘true’ representation of another culinary

II. According to national statistics, Ute total number at’ tour charters increased by more than 50
per cent from 1993 to 1997 (t’rom 492,658 in 1993 to 752,527). In Ihe same period, there was
considembie increase in charter tours to the Caribbean, Egypt and Last Asia (Official Statistics of
Norway, 1997).

12. According to the Norwegian Monitor, in 1991, 17 per cent of Norwegian adults consumed
frozen pizza at least twice a month. In 1996 the comparable figure was 26 per cent. In Ute same
period, the proportion of the population using Pizza Superiora at thc same interval increased from 13
per cent to 17 per cenl, while the comparable proportion for Pizza Romano increased from 4 per cent
to 8 per cent. In all cases, a significant increase took place in all age categories, but were far more
significant among women than among men (Market and Media lnstiwte, Spisefakta 1996).

13. Market analyses indicate that the consumers offrozen pizza are not very different with regard
to values and lifestyle, than those who regularly consume more ‘gourmet’-style alternatives such as
chilled, home-made or home-delivery pizzas (Market and Media Institute, 1996).
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tradition. When, on the other hand, a distinction between representation and reality
is integrated as part of the ‘consumer’s gaze’, neither a denial nor a verification
takes place. Instead, a multitude of interpretations and responses may occur. A
similar situation is described by Harvey, in her study of the universal exhibition
(Expo 1992). Visitors to the Expo, she argues, did not ‘require either the exhibits
or their responses to them to express a rationalising coherence’. Rather, in their
interpretations of the purposes of the displays she found three distinctive responses:
‘nations show things as they are, they show the best that they have to offer, they
show an image that does not conform to any particular reality’ (Harvey 1996:
142).

From this perspective, the massive consumption of frozen pizza represents an
exampie of a thorough and radical recontextuaiisation of a dish in which process
the dish’s origin is less important than the particular purpose it may serve in the
homes of contemporary Norwegian consumers. Among these purposes, conven
ience and the emphasis of children’s preferences are particularly important, possibly
at the expense of authenticity and culinary distinction.’4

The Emergence of “Folkepizzaen”

The process of appropriation of pizza in the Norwegian culinary context is most
clearly illustrated in the case of Pizza Superiora. Whiie a move towards the ‘upper
lett’ (modern-materialist) was achieved through an emphasis on Americanness,
and a move towards the ‘upper right’ (modern-idealist) was achieved through an
emphasis on Italianness, a ‘fortification’ of the position of Pizza Superiora (the
market leader) should be achieved by a move towards the centre of the Norwegian
Monitor diagram (cf. Figure 7.4). But how is this achieved?

Technicaiiy, the centre of the diagram is the point of gravity of the entire
Norwegian population, the hypothetical location of a target group which is not
differentiated in any way at all. At the same time, each piece of promotion needs
to piay upon something distinct. Kristoffer wants to seil more Pizza Superiora,
but not at the expense of the other pizza products. Thus, he needs to come up with
a catchy phrase which emphasises the symbolic distinctiveness of the product, yet
this distinctive property can neither be Italian, nor American. Furthemiore, it must
appeal to the average Norwegian consumer. According to Kristoffer it shouid appeal
to everybody whiie not offending anybody. Atter a few weeks, Kristoffer comes
up with the solution. He formulates a Pizza Superiora brand strategy in which he
describes the product as foliows:

14. A more detailed analysis on tlie context ofconsumption is provided in Lien (1999).

Superiora is the pizza for pizza lovers. . . it is to be positioned as Norway’s cleariy most
popular [Norwegian: “mest soigte”J pizza. This is the pizza that everybody ukes,
regardiess of age, sex and otber demographic data. Superiora is Ihe people 5 pizza in
Norway [Norwegian. “Folkepizzaen i Notge”] (my emphasis).

Recodi~ing Pizza Superiora as folkepizzaen i Norge (“the peopie’s pizza in
Norway”), Kristoffer piays upon the idea of sameness between product position
and the product targetgroup. More than any other pizza product at Viking Foods,
Superiora is consumed by “neariy everybody”, and Superiora is given its distinct
characteristic precisely through the image of being the Norwegian people’s pizza.

This distinct characteristic is simuitaneously the result of a deliberate effort to
construct difference. The conceptuaiisatioa of Pizza Superiora as the Norwegian
people’s pizza makes expiicit the notion ofa “non-ethnic national identity to which
the ‘ethnic’ Others alt opposed” [in this case: Romano and Pan Pizzaj (Cook and
Crang 1996: 145). In this way, Kristoffer recontextualises this particular pizza as
something vel>’ Norwegian. Kristoffer’s achievement is simply that he applies the
notion of a non-ethnic national identity to describe a product which has eariier
been interpreted as a foreign import. Through this example of re-codification, the
appropriation of pizzas in Norway has, in some sense, become compiete.

In addition, the concept folkepizzaen i Norge introduces a second dimension
that is not immediately apparent through Engiish translation. The preflx folke
connotes egalitarian values that are deeply rooted in Norwegian society. In her
description of central themes in Norwegian culture, Marianne Guliestad emphasises
what she considers to be the typicaily Norwegian notion of equality defined as
sameness. Highly apparent in Norwegian discourse, she argues, the egalitarian
tradition involves “not necessarily actual sameness, but ways of under-commun
icating differences during social encounters” (Gullestad 1989: 85). This theme is
reflected in a wide number of ways, including social institutions whose primary
purpose is to ensure equai access to various resources, such as, for example, the
social security system (folketrygden), or the pubiic educational system (folkeskolen).
In Norwegian, quite a number of such institutions are referred to by appiying the
preflxfolke-.

Consequentiy, when he conceptualises Pizza Superiora asfolkepizzaen i Norge,
Kristoffer locates his product right at the heart of Norwegian notions of equality
and social democracy. Most importantly, perhaps, he transmits a notion ofa pizza
that is non-pretentious in terms of social hierarchy. In Norwegian discourse, the
term ‘folke’ and notions ofhigh culture, elite or upper class are aimost contradictory.
Something which is termedfolke- is almost by definition non-exclusive in terms
of social ciass.
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In a more recent paper, Gullestad (1997) draws attention to the revitalisation of
national identification as a response to both global (transnational) and regional
(local) politics. Gullestad suggests, on the basis of studies ofNorway, that traditional
national themes are at present transformed by people with different and new
experiences. In particular she draws attention to the metaphors of the nation which
tend to be mirrored on the divisjon between the home aud the outside. Despite
increased cultural pluralism, such metaphors tend to emphasise a sense of
homogeneity among people with a shared, local past thus potentially legitimating
an understanding of immigrauts as not properly belonging to the nation in the
present (Gullestad 1997: 53).

The prefix folke- appears to capture precisely this notion of a homogenous,
non-ethnic, aud inclusive us. Yet, underneath this seemingly tolerant (in the sense
of being non-pretentious) inclusion of the average Norwegian, one may sense a
fairly rigid aud traditional understanding of who this average Norwegian might
aud might not be. I suggest that if the idea offolkepizza works, it is partly because
those Norwegiaus who happen to share a local past are likely to recognise the
multiple meanings implied, aud thus to feel included. For others, who do not grasp
the subtleties of the term, it might not make that much of a difference.

The fact that Kristoffer chooses the term folkepizzaen to describe his product,
does not necessarily imply a deliberate effort to link the product to the values
mentioned above. Drawing on a shared cultural repertoire of concepts and
metaphors, be may simply have come across one that seemed to fit. EIe needed a
concept that would cover the average Norwegian, not exclude auybody, aud not
evoke the notion of the traditional, nor the very modem. When Kristoffer comes
up with the term folkepizza be describes a person for whom no describing
characteristics apply, except for ‘ordinariness’ — being just the same as everybody
else. This is exactly the notions that the termfolke- conveys. Pizza Superiora thus
appears as a ‘non-ethnic’ national produet whose distinctiveness rests precisely
on an assumed lack of distinction, both in the sense of class aud in the sense of
cultural differentiation.

Localising Global Diversity

According to Richard Wilk, globalisation implies a hegemony, not of content but
of form. He writes:

The globalizing hegemony is to be found in stnictures of common difference which
celebrate particular kinds of diversity while submerging, defiating or suppressing others.
The global system is a common code, but its purpose is not comjnon identification; il is
the expression of distinetions, boundaries aud disjunctures. (Wilk 1995: 118)

Global structures may be of different kinds. Wilk mentions international beauty
contests as an example, aud we niight also include other international events sucb
as the Olympic Games, or the World Exhibition as examples of structures within
which cultural diversily may be organised. However, the exact ways in which
diversities are expressed are subject to local interpretations. Our focus of interest
is therefore both the implications ofstructures for communicating differences,
aud also the ways in which local interpretations ofthis particular structure serve
to accentuate difl’erençes of particular kinds.

I have drawn attention to two central structures which are applied to organise
aud express difference in food marketing in Norway. Marketing represents one
such structure, particularly by providing a set of metaphors by means of which
product managers are able to attribute meaning to their environment. Applying
models of the market, product managers are able to discem differences that make
a difference, aud justi~ their strategies on the basis ofthese. In this way, marketing
(as a system of knowledge) provides a set of models aud metaphors within which
certain differences may be expressed.

The idea of the nation as an overarehing orgauising principle in modem thought
represents another structure by which differences are organised aud expressed.
The empirical material reveals an underlying dichotomy of foreignness and
familiarity. This dichotomy tends to be conceptualised through the idiom of
nationality. In the case presented above, the notion of national origin constituted a
key element by means of which product differences were expressed. In this way,
the idea of nation provided a conceptual scheme for differentiating a product range
in a way tbat corresponded to differences which were perceived as signiflcant in
an ‘ever-chauging market’.

To the extent that marketing is hegemonic, I suggest, in line with Wilk (1995),
that it is a hegemony of form rather than content. This particular form draws
attention to local differences which may be utilised in matching product aud
consumer. National idioms represent one type of difference that is frequently
exploited in this manner. Capable of attributing meaning both to products and to
distinct categories of persons (consumer segments), national idioms serve as
differentiating features in the market place, and are accentuated as a result.
However, it is important to note that in terms of content, this endeavour is highly
local, substantiating what I have described as an ‘imagined cuisine’. The persistence
of such imagined constructs, exemplified here by three brands of frozen pizza,
does not seem to be threatened by a simultaneous celebration of authenticity, which
may be witnessed in the food market in general. I have suggested that the presence
ofthese opposing tendencies may be interpreted as implying a modern ‘consumer
gaze’ which neitber expects nor requires a close continuity between representation
aud reality.
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